
PROGRAMMA EFFETTIVAMENTE SVOLTO 

Anno Scolastico 2023 - 2024 

 

Classe/Sede: 1 MAT – IP  

Docente: Ranieri Roberto Codocente (ITP): _______________________ 

Materia insegnata: Inglese 

Testi adottati: 

 “In time ESSENTIAL PRO” by Amanda Thomas, Alison Greenwood, Felicity O’Dell, Thomasin Brelstaff, 

Anna zanella, ed. DEASCUOLA 

“GRAMMAR FOR EVERYONE” by Anna Maria Rizzo, Guglielmo Corrado, Claire Davies, ed. DEASCUOLA 

 

CONTENUTI DISCIPLINARI 

- foundation A “where are you from?”: 

grammar: present simple of to be (1), possessive adjectives (1), question words 

vocabulary: greetings, countries & nationalities, dates, ordinal numbers, days, months 

communication: meeting people, dates, exchanging personal information, introducing oneself 

competence & culture: “four countries, four teens” 

- foundation B “my parents are actors”: 

grammar: present simple of to be (2); indefinite article a / an, possessive adjectives (2), plural nouns 

(also: irregulars), this / these / that / those 

vocabulary: jobs, families 

communication: presenting one's family, speaking about one's job, identifying objects & things in 

general, identifying pleople 

competence & culture: “famous families” 

- foundation C “she's got a lively smile”: 

grammar: present simple of have / has got; indefinite article the, possessive pronouns, the saxon 

genitive, the word whose 

- vocabulary: personal possessions & properties, colours 



- communication: speaking about the things that one owns, describing objects, asking who 

objects belong to, speaking about one's favourite thing(s) 

- competence & culture: “my favourite thing” 

- foundation D “is it on my desk?”: 

grammar: there is / there are, some / any / no / every, place prepositions, adjectives (1) 

vocabulary: houses, rooms, furniture 

communication: describing houses/ rooms/ furniture, saying where things are, describing one's 

bedroom, speaking about one's home 

competence & culture: “my home” 

- foundation E “it's hot and sunny!”: 

grammar: time prepositions at / on / in, imperatives of verbs 

vocabulary: the days of the week, seasons, adjectives (2), weather & climate 

communication: understanding and giving instructions / advice / tips, saying how one feels, describing 

a description of a place that one knows 

competence & culture: “a special place” 

- foundation F “i can sing!”: 

grammar: the verb can, a general introduction to modal verbs, adjectives + at + noun / -ing (e.g.: to be 

good / brilliant / bad / hopeless at …) 

vocabulary: abilities, permissions, requests, the time (hour : minutes : seconds) 

communication: speaking about abilities and possibilities, asking for and giving permissions, asking 

for and telling the time, speaking about school rules 

competence & culture: “school rules” 
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